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EIB: the EU bank
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‣ The lending arm of the EU since 1958
‣ The world’s largest multilateral lender
‣ Governed by the EU Member States
‣ 2019 Lending €63.4bn, out of which about 90% 

within EU
‣ Catalysing investment: lending, blending & advisory
‣ Leading provider of climate finance (€19bn in 2019)
Becoming the EU Climate Bank
‣ All financing activities aligned with the principles and 

goals of the Paris agreement from the end of 2020
‣ Financing dedicated to climate action and 

environmental sustainability to reach 50% of EIB 
operations in 2025

‣ Leverage € 1 trillion of climate action and 
environmental sustainable investments until 2030

‣ The EIB Board has endorsed the “Climate Bank 
Roadmap” on 11/11/2020



www.eib.org
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“>€1 TRILLION FOR <1.5°C”: 
Becoming the EU Climate Bank
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‣ EIB operations dedicated to climate action 
and environmental sustainability to reach 
50% of lending in 2025 (expected volume ~ 
EUR 30 bn p.a.)

‣ All financing activities aligned with the 
principles and goals of the Paris agreement
by the end of 2020

‣ Leverage EUR 1 trillion of investments in 
the critical decade from 2021 to 2030

‣ End financing for fossil fuel energy projects 
from end 2021

‣ Just Transition: special attention to areas 
most dependent on fossil fuels (No one left 
behind)
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Sustainable Mobility in the Green Deal
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The Climate Bank: an opportunity for EIB 
to increase its support to railways
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Rail is already 20% of 
EIB Climate Action 
lending

Favorable Policy context
More lending opportunities under 
Green Deal and Climate agenda: 
• Modal shift 
• Electrification
• New technologies (batteries, 

H2/alternative fuels)
• Climate resilience
• Introduction of “prices that 

refelect impact on environment”

Climate Bank Focus
Increasing support to rail 
infrastructure and rolling stock, 
with restrictions on diesel vehicles 
and transport of fossil fuels

Specific tools to unlock financing 
opportunities in rail
• CEF Blending Facility
• Future Mobility
• Climate advisory
• Technical assistance 

(for non-EU projects)



Pillars of EIB project selection
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Policy 
contribution

Quality 
and 

Soundness

EIB Added 
value

Project must be sound:

‣ be technically sound

‣ be environmentally and socially 
sustainable

‣ demonstrate a satisfactory 
economic rate of return;

‣ be financially viable

‣ follow appropriate procurement
arrangements

Does EIB bring value to the project? 

‣ Financial Contribution

‣ Financial Facilitation

‣ Technical Contribution and Advice

Project must be consistent with a low carbon pathway:

In the rail sector, it is expected that diesel trains with low 
ridership and vehicles/infrastructure dedicated to the 
transport of fossil fuels will no longer be eligible in 2021.

AND

Project must meet at least one of EIB’s policy objectives: 

‣ TEN-T networks

‣ Climate Action (in line with EU Taxonomy)

‣ Economic & Social Territorial Cohesion

‣ Contribution to EFSI objectives 

‣ R&D and innovation



What we finance in railways
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INFRASTRUCTURE
• Rehabilitation of upgrade of 

existing lines (incl. electrification)
• Construction of new lines
• Electric and signaling systems
• Stations and intermodal terminals

ROLLING STOCK
• Acquisition and retrofitting of 

rolling stock: passenger trains, 
freight locomotives and railcars

• Manufacturing and RDI

Urban railways (LRT, tram-train, metro), regional 
railways, conventional and high-speed rail



Climate Bank: 
Criteria for Paris Aligned and Climate Action in the rail sector 
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Paris Aligned Climate Action 

• All EIB financed projects must be consistent 
with low carbon pathway

• 50% of EIB investments must contribute to CA
• CA defined in line with EU Taxonomy

Rolling Stock Electric YES YES
Hydrogen, Battery 
powered, etc. 

YES YES

Bimode (diesel-electric) In most cases In most cases

Diesel • Rarely for pax (only <50g/pkm)
• Most cases for freight (<375 g/ton-km)

• Rarely for pax (only <50g/pkm) (tbc)
• Most cases for freight (<375 g/ton-km) (tbc)

Infrastructure Electrified YES YES
Non-electrified YES YES when one of the following: 

• Operated by H2/Battery Electric
• Operated predominantly by diesel trains with  <50g/pkm (tbc)
• There is a clear plan for electrification

• Prioritization of financing of zero tailpipe transport vehicles. In recognition of the transition pathway, the EIB is 
considering applying a technical screening criterion that would limit support for diesel technology or CNG to cases of 
high ridership, often associated with operating conditions typical outside the European Union.

• EIB is considering deeming all electrified public transport infrastructure (rail, metros, trams and bus rapid transit 
systems) as consistent with a low-carbon pathway.

• A residual risk of non-alignment for public transport systems operating on diesel oil or natural gas, albeit potentially 
diminished in the context of developing countries

• Infrastructure and Vehicles dedicated to transport or storage of fossil gets excluded



EIB finances EUR 3-5 bn p.a. in the rail sector

13© EIBP Project Viewer: projects financed in railways since 2000
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Our recent transport financing portfolio
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Since 30. October 2019, the EIB has signed new finance 
contracts for
‣ 64 transport projects
‣ of which 10 (mainly) rail infrastructure (yellow background)
‣ of which 12 rail rolling stock (orange background)
Out of the 12 rail rolling stock projects 
‣ 4 were with incumbents 
‣ 6 were in support of sub-national rolling stock pools
‣ 1 bespoke suburban/metro rolling stock fleets 
‣ 1 using PPP-like finance structured with strong guarantees    
‣ none with classic leasing companies
Total signature volume over the period
‣ 2.0 bn€ for rail infrastructure projects
‣ 2.9 bn€ for rail rolling stock projects



Thank you!

Claus Eberhard
eberhard@eib.org
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